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LIFE IN LAW SCHOOL
'8~7~8~

MARTHA COOK TEA
years BEFORE lhe idea for the Lawyer's Club
wu even conceived (this Is TRUE. look 11
up!). Bui no matter what the reason, the one
hundred and fifty residents (undergraduates,
graduate students, medical students. and yes.
even LAW students!) proved gracious hostess·
es. Those who attended the September 21st

or many law students. tea at Martha
Cook signals the start of a new semester.
Our neighbors across Tappan Street have
been pouring us tea and offering us cookies

F

for more years than anyone can remember.

Rumor has It that Martha Cook wu built so
that law students could meet eligible young
women. The fact is that William Cook built
this building to honor his mother-several

tea were treated io music, laughter. good con·

versation. and of course, tea and "cookies."
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Qull• a crowd Mt g.a1Mrtd WI tlw Gold

e&.11 Rowl\l1wll •nd Ka.ivn llb«runy

Room

mttt up with • M1111'°"' (:l)C)k ,,,_.

d<nl

lt11 Ille Rlf llt 1111111

CAREERS
E

Tracy Kalopek ponders why
there is no Interview room •13

arly in September, before we have a chance
to be distracted by such menial and unimportant things as classes and homework, we get
down to the really important business at hand interviewing. We jet across the country, dine at
elegant restaurants, stay in posh hotels, meet
exciting new people, choose which lucky firm
we will grace with our presence, and love every
minute of it (First years: eat your hearts out}.
That is what we say; What we mean is we
spend Jong hours in airports, try to use the right
fork, spend many nights in strange cities, meet
so many people we forget even our own names,
agonize over every decision we make , and grit
our teeth and just try to get through it (First
years: enjoy it while you can).

lhe ln l er -
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The formidable Moot Court Board Standing: Joshua Ditelberg, Frank
Wu , Janice Belanti; Sprawling: Johan Brigham.

These semi.finalists gathered to find out what comes next .

-

Practice Moltes Perfect

BE ''BRIEF''
he Campbell Competition is the annual student-run moot court. Every fall, the Board
drafts a hypothetical case presenting novel legal issues; over a hundred students prepare briefs and
present oral arguments in the preliminary rounds,
judged by local practitioners. In the winter semester, the teams advancing prepare additional briefs
on a different, but related topic, and argue before
faculty. Two teams advance to the final round and
argue before a distinguished bench of fed eral and
state jurists, traditionally including a United States
Supreme Court Justice.

T

The Board prepares to pass out semi·flnal Information.
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SPEAKERS
or those with the time and inclination to
hear still more about the law, many intriguing speakers pass through these halls in the
course of a year (nearly one a day). Many are
sponsored by various student organizations; others are part of the Placement Office's on-going
series on "Changes in the practice of law"; still
others come on their own initiative offering test·
taking tips and ways to get A's. In any case,
most offer us new and fresh perspectives on our
chosen field (and many include refreshments).

F

Sports Agent Leigh Steinberg
spoke, whlle Andre Ware and Jason
Phillips signed autographs.

Pro! Jackson "rests his eyes" during a
panel discussion ol the Gull cr1s1s

The S .S Minnow docked long enough to let this Thurston Howell
look ahke off

Thi! casl of Twin Peaks made a surprise 111sll

Mary Kay Gleason and Ahce "Marge Simpson" Ow·
ings smile for the camera

Marc Goldstein looks ready to take on the Karate Kid .

I'd hate to ha11e thi• guy In class.

I.ti

0111 ol Cll11r11eter

SCARY!
Matt Moore sure knows how to pick 'em!

aturday, October 27th may not have " officially" been Halloween, but try to tell that to the
many costumed students gathered at the Lawyer's
Club Lounge for the annual Halloween bash. The
social committee provided an excellent alternative
to the more common "trick-or-treat" ritual (those
who say you are never too old are too old}. Here
the trendy - the Simpsons, Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, and Twin Peaks cast, mingled with the
traditional-witches, ghosts, and pumpkins. Who
was that masked turtle anyway!

S

Patti Diaz and Danella Beaushaw look groovy

e r l-00 99
.LOl •
1 .. 1~4 •
The other 98 didn't flt In the picture

Looks like these three went trick·or·
treating first

S mile everybody!
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IT'S A PARTY I
urlng the fall semester. there
were three general parties,
one at the end of the first week
of classes, a Halloween party,
and a party on the la.I day of
classes. In addition. the committee held Law School Night at
Rick's, and provided refreshments for croquet on the Quad
During the spring semester. four
events are planned: A repeal of
Law School Night al Rlck's, the
popular Casino night, the Tropics
party, and Law Revue, an ennual
comedy/ entertainment event.

D

Don't """e "re"/
soci"I /ilel Don't
feel /J"d-yo11'11e
fol Ille lSSS
loci"/
Committee!

,...

f'•1tulp1 noi .,..,....., .,nto\lt tlwW' P.t

Km Hillier OJid 8 r.i.d Davis I.id the hal mi.c:h qt.;lfttt

lhtin !lw
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bi•

Frl'CI 0.wlllfl\ •nd Rocco Tnt•11I try 10 •VOid dw c:rowch
l,.Aur• Heden1edt

and Hul'lln Wlggk'I • know• llflil. It worth • thout.111\d

lot, Drlnlt oni I• M•rry

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
W

ith the grim reality of exams looming ever closer, the Dean and the Lawyer's Club gave us
one last chance to enjoy the approaching holiday season. On December 3rd, the Lawyer's Club served an
elegan t candlelit dinner, while on December 7th, the
4th Annual Reading Room concert marked the end
of classes.

These Lawyer's Club residents are enjoying an especlally fine holiday meal.

This quintet performs as part of the
Reading Room Concert.
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The Headnotes headlined on the Reading Room Pro·
gram
The decorations ln the Lawyer's Club Included this lee
nutcracker soldier.

FUN
Dave Wille "roises some cane."

A little pre-dinner mingling
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Clill Harrlt •~n ho.rd"' wmk

EXAM TIME
rmed wllh a large Slack of (largely unread)
books we retreat to our sludy carrels wilh
an even larger supply of caffeine . Now we 01lempl to pull lhe whole course toge Iher. ques-

A

tion why we took this particular course. and fur·

thermore. why we are here. We call friends and
/or males "party of lhe first part," ii we speak
to lhem al all. Bui thankfully. we survive. and
return refreshed and renewed. Besides, by the
time we get our grades. we've forgotten we

even took that course!

It tti. lu1d1m 111nk In lh#tf ~f?

Am; W1n1fltl\tttn<tt

tru_.

edv•n

t.t'l)ti ol the wppowdly '\1N,Sorrgritd
hff.. rffdlftirOOfl)

"'

,,

BEACH
VOLLEYBALL
The I.SSS Spons Com-

mmcc Beach Volleyball
Tournament

was held on

Sunday. Scp1cmbcr 23rd
The sand ma) have been
1mpo11cd, bu1 1hc talcn1
wasn'1. Abou1 a dozen
tC3ms or 31 least (our
~oplc pan1c1patcd. 1n
•p11c of lhc unscasooabl)

cold, dark. and rainy
"'eat her.
In 1hc finals. a team of
fir.I >••r> (lhc Sch,.cdHcad>) battled II OU I
"1th 1~0--umc prt\-1ous
champ10ns John Pcm1d•.
Scou Lc¥.1S. Rach Per·
loff. and JcfT Schc"chu~.
Expcncocc P"'' 11kd

Ju,,1 m.1n ...,,'",,' uollt)b.111
Uc) 1\l't"l hn111C"1l1 lllc C'tl'IV
i•lllt1·1!~"

.\ p1qwrl"d team mcmlkr
for 'hr bb:l.

~ln

"

GOLF
On Fnda). Oct~ 5th. the annu·
al Golr Ouung ..-as htld ai the
Un1,us1t) of \11ch1Jan Golf
C'ou~. The "'""' ""as spon.sottd

b) tht U.SS Sroru Commnttt
Founomn or prcppol) -<lrnscd
"'"' studcn" pla)td oponsi tach
othtr for team and 1nd1,1dual
honors \\ 1nn1ng thC' cYcot

""-as

tht team or Scon Moon:. Scon
LA:"'tS. JclT Shc"'chuck. and Rocb
Perloff \\'anmn& 10dn1dual rcC()ln1t1on v.ttt Scon \toott' ({1~
to the Pin). and Jim Potolnec·
(lon&<'SI Dmt).

S(1t
t)~

lun l.o.-ill1,.u1 John thrmlnJl'l.trn r111
\1~ .arMJ 1it..nJ) llndttm.:iin ~ l•lf •
"'7fo~ tx-11nnin1 Ihm ft'ltjnd

\h<tt

1-tn' <-.an
Qwod"

M'

U\t' 1h11o h.a..l.

w tht Lo1•

SOFTBALL
On October 2 1. 1990 1"chc 1cam\
cnicrcd lhc Lnw School"• double
ehmrnauon (all sofibnll tournnmcn1. one or1hc moM compeU11\•t
events 1n the U." School \ports
community because 1hc winner
cams the nght to represent 1hc
Lnw School 1n Ille lln"rr"l> of
V1rg1n1a·s Nauonal lnv1tat1onnl
SoOball Toumamcn1 This year">
rcprcs.cntall'\'C -was the Greed) De·

mons. • aroup compmcd of 1hird

)·tar la"' students
The Dtmons combined umcl)
hilling w1th thcar nt\Cf•S3)·<hc athtudt 10 upscl Wa) nc'i Johnwn.
lM c:onstnsus 1oumamcn1 favontc
compn«d mosll) of second )CU
la" students. The Drmon1 brat

Wn) nc'i 1wo out or three games
ror the chnmp1on\hlp, wann ing
bo1h g3n1c\ 1n the l as1 rnning
1hrough 1hcir rcmnrkablc resolve
nnd comPQ\ure.

or

The proud owners
thr Law
School's spons champion T-shirt>
for 1hr fall cla$S1c "ere P11chcr
/C'tttthrr t\t\ in Conro). Catcher
/P11<hrr Al<c l..tncnbcrg. Isl B>sc·
m3n Our"'Aood Ha1nts. 2nd Bascman Bru\n Murra), Shorts1op

John Mudlcr. )rd &..,m•n Jam<s
Carlson. L.tfl F1ckkr Mil< 1.a....
rtncc Lcf1 {"cn1crlitldcr Mike
C'arrtlhcn R11ht·Ccn1erficldcr
Riel 8111ndon R1&htlickkr Da•c
\\ h11comb. and Dt•>1ina1td Hmcr
\ns<I Rt)CS

'My arm·\ a hule Wt<' I itunll. 1"11 "' lhl\
on~ out ..

,.

CROQUET
On Friday, October 19,
interested Law Students
gathered on the Quad
lawn for a civilized game
of croquet sponsored by
the LSSS Sports Committee. As mallets sent
balls fl yi ng through wickets, and out of bounds,
participants and spectators munched on goodies
provided by th e LSSS
Social Comm ittee.
Showing excellent croquet form, and winning
the event were Roger Riviere and Scott Lewis.
Pany DiaL prepares
ofT:'

LO

"tcc-

A crowd gathers to watch Jeff
Lindcmann hit Maureen Duffy's ball.

30

Darrin Hctficld tries the "twofisted .. approach.

Patty Diaz and Danctta Beaushaw celebrate their great shots .

.. I 1..ncw I should ha\C hit a httic more 10 the left!..

31

5-KILOMETER

RUN

We're not sure, but 11 loo!.:. hkc :.he''> beating the car.

On Friday, November 9, the LSSS
Sports Committee sponsored the
annual 5-kilometer run at the U of
M Golf Course. Running a race of
that length, especially on a hilly
golf course can be rigorous.
The 5-K run is a charity event.
This year over $1 ,200 was donated to the An n Arbor Community
Center to purchase Thanksgiving
dinners for needy local residents.

And they're

om

The pack <;tarts to break up.

32

Each runner co llected pledges
from friends and neighbors. All
runners received a race T-shirt.
Top finishers in the women's
division were Rachel McCormack
(1st), Jeni fer Kohout (2nd), and
Sheila Brennan (3rd). Tops in the
men's division were Steve Smith
( 1st), Ron Puhala (2nd), and Michael Conricode (3rd).

No pain. no gain.
These two almost ran over our cameraman.
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~.,c Sunman ind Ooaht Tom
Pc11':0 fool. '°"~rd the arnon

C"OillCh An.:l\t.V M:trl.011 ltlt'S
up his oppont:tn as he -·~1h for
the rtfcrtt

Et1k ijC'll and M.tH c·ourtll
•he goal

rtkbrtlt"

,_-,,., Huttr I I IO RJ · Oa,·c
'Schluc\cb1cr. Eric G utvau
Tom Pc-1!..o. Jim Ouncy. Pc•c
\looM); Sffl~J Ri»t. An:u.tlS(
M11rko11, <\nd) RH\1n , [);)'t'
Su1Jm41n, 11ton\ 8ri&h11m. Chm
Wh11c. Ellll Burford , S(Ott

MOC»'\". P•1 Romain

The Low School 1nlcr·
mural Hoc key team,
Thong> On Ice, had a re·

•

•

Chm Wt111c rt;Kht-1 ror 1hc
pock

marknble season 1his falL
The Thong> did well 1n 81.caguc ploy, finishing 1he
~ular season willl n 4-0
record. They also won
their first playoff game
again>t NROTC. and advnnccd 10 the champion·

were finally defeated.
The Wednesday mshl
iµmcs in Y0>1 Ice Arena
were generally well at·

1ended, as the Thongs
usually had more fans
than their oppontn1s.

They also hove • spring
season. and again have
hopes for the ehompion·
ship.

ship round, where they

,,

,,

O scar A itken
San1i•go, Chilt

J oseph Alexis

Laurie Allen

Mcuan, VA

Brooklyn, NY

Drarbom Height$, Ml

Pamela Barkin

W endy Asma

Gregg Audet

Wes1 Bloomfitld, Ml

M•nchtsecr, NH

Monica Baum

Danetta Beaushaw

J anice Bellanti

Erik Belt

Dmon, Ml

Franklinton, LA

Buffalo, NY

N•tick, MA

J ohn Aris
NJ

Ptnnington ,

38

Colin Alberts

T~mpa,

Fl

Hans Beyer

John Bickers

B1rm1nglum, Ml

Fon Hood. TX

" D on't worry too much about classes, and t<iJ.:e
tune to get involved and meet th~ interesting
people around here." Rob BorthwicJ.: certainly followed
hiw own advice. You m.iy know him as a seruor judge,
SFF member, Journal of Law Reform member. Moot
Court competitor, sports ~rtici~nt or &.r-Bri representative. Actually he IS all the11: things, and prob.bly one
of the most involved members of the Law School com·
mumty. Only at the end of Last yt<ir, after Rob rt<illy
looked at all he h;id signed up for did he realize how
much ume it would take. But, he has really enjoyed .ill
of it.
After gradunion, Rob plans to clerk for ;i Federal
District Court judge in Los Angeles . .. and probably
get involved in some other activities .is well.

Gregory Black

Jane Boland

Ch1<J.go, lL

Gund R•pads. Ml

Ted Bolema

Robert Borthwick

HoUy Bowen

Albion, Ml

Pr•1raf Valbgt. KS

Wurtn, MJ

Brian Bragg
L\'OOIJ.,

1\11
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Rick Brandon

J ean Brennan

Sheila Brennan

Johan Brigham

L.nhrup V1ll•gr, MI

West Bloomfield, Ml

Wau ...•atoS<a, WI

Chostnu• Hill, MA

Jeffery Brown

William Burford

Atlanu, GA

Redford, Ml

Patricia Camenzind

Arnold Camille

Sw iticrland

Brooklyn. NY

ed Bolema, a Michigan native, has tics to more
than a few Michigan colleges and universities.
With an undergraduate degree from Hope College, he
then went on to get his Doctorate in Economics from
Michigan State. Next, he taught Economics at Albion
College for two years. Finishing Law School in 2 1/2
years, he 1s currendy teaching at Wayne State in the
Finance Department.
In the fall however, Ted will be leaving Academia to
work for the Justice Department Antitrust Division.
Last summer he was hired by a Detroit firm to work on
one specific antitrust case, and he feels this experience
will be useful in the Justice Department, as now he will

T

be prosecuting similar cases.
In the long run, however, Ted does see himself returning to teaching.

Aaron Caplan

Michael Carithers

Vincent Carver

Julie Chen

lowJ City, lA

Southfield, MI

O.:S Pl•incs, lL

Ncwpon Bc:u h, CA

David Christensen

Cary Coglianese

Anne Collier

Lois Collins

Ann Arbor, Ml

Ann Arbor, MJ

Kevin Conroy

Pamela Crockett

Lisa Crooms

Brian Dale

Flint, Ml

Brooklyn, NY

NcwArk, NJ

Wcs1mortland City, PA

Gr~

Pointe F..-ms. Ml

Dctroi1. MI
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Nancy DeSantis

Tad Dehai

Craig Denekas

Kathryn Dessayer

0.1ro11. Ml

Ann Arbor, Ml

St. jO!.tph, Ml

Moug•. CA

Patricia Diaz

Joshua Ditelberg

Kathryn Ditmars

Keir Dougall

Cmden C11v, NY

N(wton, MA

Gros5< Po1n1t, Ml

81nn1ngham, lvll

Juliet Drake
Clupel Hill, NC

Clinton Elliot
Chcl~a.

MA

Marlene Evans

Kenneth Ewing

Agou,. I hlls, CA

B<th<Sd.1, MD

Karen Fellows
Gr~

Point< Fums, MJ

David Finnegan

l\llary Fitzgibbons

Plymouth, M l

Whcthng. IL

Steven Florsheim

Carla Folz

Ch1<>go. Tl..

Porug<, Ml

Bruce Frank

l\llargo Freednian

Wm Bloomf1dd, M l

F>rmington H ills. M l

James Flaggert
Ad~.

rvu

rior to Law School, SUS.ln W1bk,r, a native of Lou1s1ana, worked m Al~ka for the Department of
Health and Soaal Services as a counselor . Her work
there entailed dealing wuh child abuse and family violence cases.
Unlike many law students, she came co Law School
with the knowledge that she w.m tcd to return to work
in this field. Her pl~ seem to be falling into place.
After graduanon she plans to return to Alaska- spccif1.
cally to the Anchorage Di.sm,t Attorney's Office, where
she spent last summer tu.inmg. A5 a prosecutor th,re,
she will spc..ialize in h.mdlmg cases involving violence
.igainst women and children. She pl.ins to combine wh.it
she has learned here in Law School about cnminal procedure with her own cxpcmencc and expertise m this
.irca.

P

ike many of his fellow classmates, Chris McGuire
plans to clerk for a judge after graduation. His
clerkship is unique, however, by virrue of the fact th.at
he will be clerking for a judge who essentially still "rides
circuit." While the judge he will be working for in the
Western District of Virginia, Judge Kiser, permanently
sits above the post office in Danvtlle, he also does extcn·
sive travelling through places such as 'Big Stone Gap' in
the Virginia coal country. Chris says that in a sense the
Judge hangs a shingle saying, "The Judge is in now."
Originally from New York Cny, Chris also has a
public policy graduate degree from Princeton, and has
worked for the law enforcement group of the U.S. Government Accounting Office. After his stay m Virginia,
he will be working in Washington, D.C.

L

Kathleen Gardiner
Roy~I

O>k, M l

Irene Freidel

J udy Friedman

Bclmonl, MA

I lun11ngton W oods, Ml

Ora Fruehauf

Nadsuke Fujita

Ntw York, N Y

Jap.111

Geoffrey Gilmore

Johanna Ginsberg

Julia Goatley

y mallus, N Y

Brooklyn, N Y

I IJ5fcu , Ml

David Goldman

Joanna Gomula

Bridget Gonder

Meryl Gordon

\Xlcstport, CT

Pol;u1d

Pb1nwcll. Ml

Ne" York, NY

Thomas Gordon

Jane Gorham

Mark Gottlieb

Sadhna Govindarajulu

S1 Ch:ulcs, Il.

Whn< Pb1ru. NY

L<'<ongtori, ~ Y

Adam Grace

Todd Grant

Jaea Hahn

Mi Young Han

Hillsdale, NJ

Ann Arbor, Ml

Woodside, NY

S•n Diego, CA

St~atsburg.

NY

45
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Scott Hare

Matthew Harris

Theresa Harris

Susan Hartmus

Kingsville, OH

Plano, TX

M1lw•uk•<, Wl

Livonia, Ml

Anne Hartsig

Ozeki Haruko

Curtjs Heidtke

Yolande Herbert

Mi Clemens, Ml

Yokoham.i, Jap.n

D•y1on, OH

Oetro11, Ml

Kathleen Horohoe

Robert Hotchkiss

Kathleen Hunt

Michael lsenman

Dc1roi1, Ml

B1rm1ngham, Ml

Nonhvillr, Ml

Chevy Ch35C, MD

LT Steve Scharf is a civil engineer for the ~r
National Guard. Assigned to the 18oth Tacnal
Fighter Group m Toledo, OH, he serves 111 the same
fighter group which Prof. and retired LT Col J.J. White
served .u Squadron Commander.
Bcmg a reservist requires one weekend a month and
two wcelcs each year. Steve's duties as a mobilization officer require him to have 150 officers and enlisted people
and their equipment ready to deploy in .u little as 48
hours So close to graduauon, Steve finds the thoughts
of being called up to serve in the gulf "ncrve-raclcing.''
He feels the reserves play a vital role in our national
defense. They take their committmcnt seriously and realau, as everyone should, that this is no game. And,
"Peace hu iu price."

1

James Johnson

Michael Johnson

W•u~u. W I

Lynbrool , NY

Mark Johnston
W1llowbroo~.

IL

Helen Kaminski
Um~.

Mt

Lisa Jordan
Inglewood, CA

Steven Kasten

Roy Kiplinger

Margo Kirchner

New York, NY

Nonh"llt, 1\11

t:Xuo11, Ml
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Andrew Kok

Joan Kooistra

Joseph Kowalsky

Gund Rapids, M l

Somerville. Ml

Southfield. M l

hristinc Webber, a native of ~chuscus, was always interested in a career in public interest law.
Civil rights and women's issues were of panicular interest to her.
In law school, she worked for public interest groups
both summers. Last summer (90) she worked for BPI,
Business and Professional People for Public Interest, fo.
cusing her efforts on fair housing issues in Chicago.
Christine was also exp<*d to consumer protection and
environmental law during her internship.
Although substantial student loans arc a legitimate
concern for her, she is dedicated to the area of public
interest law, and the sacrif1ecs made in bypassing the big
paycheck arc wonh it to her in terms of job satisfaction.
Christine has accepted a two-year clerkship in Chicago,
and then plans to return to public interest law.

C

Tim Labadie
Gr~

Pointe Woods. Ml

Nadine Lacombe

Diane Lamon

Chicago, IL

Auburn, WA

John Lapham

Michael Lawrence

Fumangton, Ml

ct..·cl.nd. 0 11

Brian Ledger

Alec Lenenberg

Roger Lenox

Johnathan Levy

Redondo Bc.lch, CA

Pousburg, PA

Al=ndru, VA

Ch1ugo. Il.

Jeffrey Lindemann

Martin Litt

Donald Lorenzen

Bernard Lourim

Saline. Ml

S1orrs. CT

Dyer, IN

Troy. MJ

Anna Luege

Thomas Lullo

Louise Marcotty

Ellen Marks

!New York, NY

N•pcrvillc, IL

Ann Arbor, Ml

Dttrficld, IL
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so

Glenn Martin

M ary Martin

Maureen McAnd rew

Derry, N I I

Okcmos, Ml

Summu, NJ

Christopher McGuire

Barbara McQuade

Ann Mennell

R. Scott Moore

Elmhum, NV

Smlmg Hughu., Ml

M•d1son, Wl

Bdlcvillc, lL

John Mueller

Anne M urray

Brian Murray

Maria Nash

lM Ang.Its, CA

l..m~1ng, Ml

F•rmmgton I !ills, Ml

Santa Cbra, CA

Robert McClory
Roy~l

Oak, Ml

Barbara Newell

Charles O'Boyle, Jr.

Stephanie Oana

Christine Pagac

Ann Arbor, Ml

Ann Arbor, MJ

Mt. Plusant, Ml

Pon1i•c, Mr

March Pearlman

John Pernick

Arlington Heights, IL

South L.lgunol. CA

Nancy Peterman

John Phillips

Gr<cnvillc, Ml

Columbus, OH

avid Moran did not come to law school by the
most direct route. Instead, he came in the middle
of a physics Phd program because he wanted to combine
science with public policy. From the start, he knew he
did not intend to foUow the traditional legal path to a
firm, but rather a path to alternauve practice areas in
which to pursue interests in environmental 3fld civil liberties law.
David accepted positions through SFF during both
summers. Most recently, he worked for the Sierra Legal
Defense Fund. The only drawback he saw was the virtual lack of tdevision stations on which to watch Pistons
repeatS.
After graduation, David plaru to clerk, and them possibly work for the government before returning to public
interest litigation.

D
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hal McCune came to Law School intending to be a
prosecutor. Then, Yale Ka misar st ruck, and
changed his whole perspeetive. Now Phil is determined
to become a Pubhc Defender, and eictend the law's protection to all people.
In the fall of 1990, he went on an eicternship to Seattle's King County Public Defenders office. After a brief
orientation clinic, he was on his own trying jury cases.
Phil felt the most valuable part of t he semester was the
rrial experience he gained. He got to see firsthand how
the law affeets people's daily lives.
After graduation, he will be clerking for a Federal
Judge in Seattle, and then he plans to experience law
from a tradiuonal fi rm perspective before returning to a
career as a Public Defender.
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Jacqueline Raznik

Elizabeth Rickher

Wrsi Bloomfield, Ml

Tu=n, AZ

Edward Podszus
Madison Hrights. M l

Aaron Powell
M~dison,

WI

Yasmina Rahal

John Ray

Park Ridge, IL

New Castle, fN

Roger Riviere
Puad1~

Valley, AZ

Christopher Roberts
Ok'"mos, MI

Wolfgang Roth

Margaret Mehall Roty

Kenneth Rud ofski

Kim Ruedi

Gtrmany

Roscvill<, Ml

Farm1ng1on 1-lills, Ml

Ann Arbor, Ml

Mark Rushin

Ron Sachs

Craig Samuels

Laralyn Sasaki

Durham, NC

Wcs1 Bloomfield. Ml

Dccrfidd. IL

Napoleon, OH

Stephen Scharf

Elizabeth Schuler

Alan Seiffert

Muriel Shillingford

Toledo, OH

Birnungham, Ml

Los Angdcs. CA

Cft1ro11. MT

SJ

Evelyn Shockley

Gil Shuga

Edmund Sim

Adam Sloane

Nashville, TN

Scousdal<, AZ

Rus1on, LA

Piai nsboro, NJ

C raig Smith

Steven Smith

Vanessa Smit h

Sheryl Soderholm

Ann Arbor, Ml

Waverly. N Y

Florence, AL

Plymouth, MI

J ohn Sommerdylce

Hiroo Sono

Jim Speta

Lisa Stanley

Japan

Down<n Grov<, IL

Ann Arbor, Ml

Gr~nd R~pid5,
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Ml

Enid Stebbins

James Stevens

l lobokcn, NJ

Okcmos, Ml

odd Gm1t is not your typical single puent. His
wife having died his third semester m Law School.
he is the sole care-giver to his 2 1/2 year-old rwin sons.
In d.ly care while he .lttends classes, Todd spends evenings and wcelcends with his sons.
Before coming to Law School at age 36, he worlced
for nme years as .i hosp1ul .idministrator after rccavmg
his Muters Dcgrtt in 1979. After worlcing in the University of Michigan hospital planning office, he then
worlced as the Assisunt Hospital Director at Medic.aJ
College of Ohio Hosp1t.il.
Interested in a c.irttr in hulth c.ire and labor law,
Todd hopes to rem.iin in the Ann Arbor ara, where he

T

has resided smce 1977.

Michael Stewart

David Stillman

Ann Arbor, Ml

Bloomfield I lolls. Ml

Lynn Swanson

Daniel Sweda

Jennifer Taylor

David Thimmig

Mon1cl.ur, NJ

West Bloomfocld, Ml

R0<hcsm, Ml

U.Uong, MI

SS

Christopher Thomson

Kerry T omasevich

Ernest Torain

Charlotte Tweedie

Fon Worth, TX

Madison, CT

I lobo~tn. NJ

Wt$1fidd, NJ

Henry Valdez

Issac Vaughn

Houston, TX

S•n Franmco, CA

Peter V orb rich

Al Vreeland

WtSt Dts Moints, IA

Tusc•IOOS.l, AL

native of Los Angeles, Rich Perloff was an actor
before Law School. Travelling all over the country,
he was primarily performing classical theater. Once at
law School, he did not intend to make acting a priority,
but during has first semester he was cast as Oberon in
the University Players' "A Midsummer's Night
Dream." Rich says people thought he was crazy to talce
this on has first semester of law School, but everything
turned out fine.
Last Spring he directed the law School Arts Commance 's play "Deathtrap." In addition, he has per·
formed with other local and University affiliated groups.
Currently worlung on has fifth production, he has plans
to do one more.
Rach has accepted a 1ob in San Diego, and 11 very
optamastic that he will be able to lcttp involved an
theater.

A
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Carolyn Walker

Robert Ware

Nancy Weiss

Susan Weiss

Dmon, Ml

Aurou, 0 11

Eut Brunsw1d4 NJ

Arlington. VA

David Wells

Catherine Welsh

David Whitcomb

Samuel Wisotzkey

Bttl<lcy. WV

Columbus, O H

Susan Wood

Frank Wu

Geoffrey Wyatt

Gregory Zemaniclc

Ann Arbor, Ml

C..nion, Ml

S<mlc, WA

P11tsburgh, PA

Coul

G~blcs,

FL

Glrnsh~w.

PA
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Kara Novaco and Paul Brockmeyer
spend a quiet moment
Steve Wright heads tor the library.

The dapper Cliff Harris enjoys a night out.
Mary Kay Gleason and Charles Ruck wait
tor dessert
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Firsr Row (lefr ro nghr) Mtl~e r\ublnger, Mono Oolboa,
r\ochel McCormack. Denise Loshbaugh. LISO Mo
gu1re, Ted Tuel, Dione Lomon (senior Judge), Sec
ond Row Orod Anderson, Jim Oeoll, Dovid Sobel (ju
n1or cierl~). Thom Jones, Sreve Curry, Ted Price, Tom
Gump, r\1chord Mooney, Ml5Stng Norolie r\oni~ov1c

Firsr Row (lefr ro nghr) Don Shonl~wder (Jun10r clerl~>.
John 01elemo. r\oger Lucas, Md~e Conrhers (senior
Judge), Second Row· Michael Knopf. Oorboro Wal
1~owsl~1. Peggy Mooney, Leslie Cline, Lynerre Proc
ror, David Shenl\ Gory r\e1nbold, Alex Yu

Flfsr Row- (lefr ro nghr) Chorlte Oocoll (senior Judge),
Amy Judge (Junior clerl~). Chns Cessoc, Second Row
Dovid Ledermann, r\ebecco Finl~. Kelly Spalding,
Srocy Singer, Joanne Turner, Deon Nosh. Th"d Row
Tom r\osmussen, Don Quid~. Dove Farah, Mori~
McCulley, John Moynihan
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flrsr Aow (lef1 ro nghr) Aaron Lorson. Horry Nelson.
S1uorr Lazor, Sreve Karz. Second AowSuzonne An
derson (senior Judge), Molly McMahon Valene
Dowson, Chris Reid Third Aow Sreven Corrrell,
Coron Wore, Tamblyn Oobcocl~. Chns Oolhnger Miss·
1n9 Andy R1fl~in (Junior clerl~). Mory Letehluer

Fvsr Aow (lefr ro nqhr) Lies~! Orond. Knsren Neller
Lynn Frendr, Maureen Duffy, Koren Young, M1choel
Ourl~hordr 5ec0f'ld Aow Hon Ahpuno. John Ogilvie
Chns N1cusrro. Third Aow Sreve Scharf (senlOI'
Judge), Poul Slager, Tom Howard (Junior clerk) Rog
er Houprmon. Scarr R1rrmon

flrsr Aow (lefr ro nghr) Rochel E1d~emeyer (Junior
clerl~) Craig Samuels (senior Judge) Egd io Moroles.
Second Aow Joel Krugel, Heather Ourch, Phyllis Hur
wirz, Morrhew Krichbaum, Damn Herfteld, Lindo Po
pov1ch, Thlfd Aow John Sheperd, Sreven Leovenworrh, Soro Allswede, Joner Applegore, Orodley
Smirh, Russell Onen, Poul Duhaime
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Firsr Row. (lefr ro rlghr) Craig Srevens. Morry Lobdell,
Eric Gurwz, Cindy Rybolr, Louise Kiri\ Chnsry
Deursch, Second Row Oruce Oyrd, Hiida Horns qunior clerl~). Marcus Asner, Suzanne Pierce, Chris Den
rel. Marcia Spiess, Todd Holbrool~. Perer Vorbrich
(senior judge).

Firsr Row· (left to rlghr) Orod Hoyosh. Orendon Meyer, Doniel Israel, Jomes Dudul~ovich , Emberly Cross,
Second Row. Karima Oennovne, Ellen Smirh, Melonie Von Tersch (senior Judge), Tom T1rsworrh, Poul
Oeorrie, Tracy Silverman, Susan Sh1nl~. Emmanuel
Hotz; Missing· Tom Woodrum qunlor clel~)

Arsr Row. (left ro righr) Koren Liberriny, Monico
Ooum <senior judge), Mil~e Oerg qunior clerk), Karo
Lyon: Second Row. Donald Lepp, DonCovonough,
Nitin Subhedor, Pnyodorshi Sen, Melissa Moll~1n, William Dani, Dove Oyrne, Julie Manning, Kim Ungenfelrer
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f!rsr Aow (lefr ro nghr) Tom Pinch, Jim Cherney,
Ohomon V1swonorhon. Oecl~y Morgu'1es. Second
Row Pam Morns ~un1or c'erl~). Joseph Sm1rh, Jr.
Rene McCurry, Craig Sm1rh (senior Judge), Jomes
Srrenio, f\oberr Mondel. Doug f\oyburn, Angelo
Ting. Cloy Guise

Firsr fl.ow (lefr ro nghr) Al'1son Melron, More Toxey,

Jim Morrin, Srocey McGraw. Second Aow Scorr Col·
fas (senior Judge) Jennifer Isenberg qunior clerk).
Sarah Mclaren, Tony MoVnnoc. Morrhew Perez.
Enc f\esrucc10, Alano Davis Chris Hair, Tim W1lhams

Firsr Row (lefr ro nghr) Angelo Luera qunlO/' derl~)
Dorne Ryb1cl~1 . Kim Forde Mozru1 Lisa O'Malley Phil
hs Hurl~. Jim Hovard, Second Aow Jeff Techennn.
Moshe f\ose, Onan McCabe. Dorrell Cochron. f\oberr
Oorrhw1cl~ <senior Judge). Down Gord
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fl(Sf /?.ow. (left ro right) Chad Thomas, Tom Healey,
Oeth Quarles, Cynrh10 Fronl~. Dove l\osenfeld. Ellen
Ahern yunior derl~); Second /?.ow-Alec l\ogers, Don
LaSalle. Tom (ohs. Jeff Word, Steve Florsh~im (senior
JUdge)

I

F1rsr Row.Cleft ro right) [3ob Henry, [3rion Dunn, De
boroh Goldsrocl~. Joy Solrzmon, Second J?.ow·Kevin
Tlrus, Julie Helling, Lonee Hardenburg, Gretchen
Crews, Gisele de Chobert, Sheil Orennon (senior
Judge). M1ss1n9.Lee Oerger, Scarr Deloney, Onan Holl
yunior clerl~)

F1rsr Row:(lefr ro nghr) Oloir l\osenrhol yunior clerl~).
David Messinger. Nicole l\ivol. Julie l\osensweig, Sec
ond J?.owJomes Toner, Aaron Mead, Mori~ Sanor.
Onan DeVoulr, Craig Hoerger, llano l\ubensre1n,
Dionne Correr (senior Judge), M1ss1n9 Joh Orvil~.

78

F1rsr f'.ow (lefr ro nghr) Chns Vesper, Lourie Sreg
man, Louro Srofford, Derh Oreerz, Dove Cutt (senior
judge), Second f'.owDov1d Milon, Ed Dixon, David
Sopersre1n, Philip Sromorol"ios, John Smirh, Mory
We11zel yunlor derl"i), Gregory Volen

Arsr f'.ow (lefr ro nghr) Kevi'"l Dory, Chucl"i King. David Schenberg; Second f'.ow: Alicia Solazar, Reuben
Jacobson. Crisrino Drennon, He1d1 Srocl"i, Kim Whire,
Third f'.owOtll Cosey yunior clerl"i), Jeremy Miller,
Craig Waldman, Ken Worerwoy, Dole Zachary, Ori
on Dragg (senior Judge)

Firsr f'.ow (left ro righr) Morl"i Johnsron (senior
Judge), Mtl"ie Schiffer, Oscar Alcanroro. Oerh Wells.
Dove Morrison. Terry Douglass, Second f'.owLou de
Ooco, Marisa Gomez, Jim Green, Cheryl Tol"iocs,
Mil"ie Fergesrrom, Chrisropher Emch, Michelle Wood,
Lourie Moore. M15.singfoc Joffe. Tracy Koloupel"i yu·
nior clerl"i)
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Firsr Row· (lefr ro righr) Joonne Oorbera, Lauren
Zax, Adam Schlorner, Dance Weber, Jeffrey Wein
srein, Jeffrey Moss. Rhonda Edwards, Second RowTom Evans. Oorry Fischer, Alon l~1nnsch, Tom Lullo
(senior judge), Adorn Noror ~unior clerl~). David Kolesar

Rm Row Clefr ro righr) Sandro 13osrow. Par Horris. Ml
choel Fevermon, Y Zhong, Second Row Pamela
Hudson yunior clerl~). Rob Wore (senior Judge), David Kious, Krisnn Ouchholz, David Schlucl~ebier. Alex
Sanchez. Anosrosio Urrz, Don Nelson

flrsr Aow(lefr ro righr) Evonne Dierz, Leo O'Onen,
Lynelle Derzler. Oill Kosl~i , Second Row· Poul Wen
gerr, Mornn Lalonde, Omerrios Long, l~urr Schmourz,
Sarah Goldberg, Michael Conricode, Holly Oowen
(senior Judge), MliS1ng:Pere Donori yunior derl~)
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Ftrsr Row:(lefr ro righr) Dememo Vong Gun1or clerl~).
r\obynn Von Perren, Dove Moron (senior Judge), Su
son Solomon, Michelle Oochus; Second Row r\odney Wendr, Lynerre Simmons, r\on Fronl~lin, David
Krovirz, Kevin O'Gormon. Chnsropher C1nnomon,
Jim Wierenga, Susan Friedland

Ftrsr Row: (lefr ro righr) Julie Foss. Oorry Freemon.
Ken Schuler, r\oshundo Price, Second Row Lorry
Dresner Gunior clerl~). Doug Onsi, Jordon Krolick, Michele Esrrin; Third Row Krisrino Enrner, Edward Williams, Poul Schworrz, Susan Horrmus <senior Judge),
Missing: Neal Suggs.

Firsr Row· (lefr ro righr) Pam Perers Gun1or clerl~). Joe
Furron, Lou Orboch, Suzanne Lomberr, Jill Figg, Sec
ond Row Monico Foley, Ken Hill (senior Judge), Oobby Lee, r\1ch Schwed, David Wimer. Veronica Fob1·
on, Missing John l~urey
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Arsr RoW:(lefr ro righr) Sreven Coger, Morgorer Ne
merh, Nil~l~1 Jones, l~irro Jorrerr, Second Rowlynn
Williams (senior judge), Keirh Morrhews, Michael
Vega, Orion Abrams, Tracy Oirminghom, Missing.Mlchoel Warren yunior clerl~). Jason Vicl~ers, Neil
Gever.

I

firsr Row (lefr ro righr) Glenn Forbis, Andrew Ou
bol~. Danae Powers; Second Row Kim Hugo yunior

cleM, Eunice Porl~ (senior judge), Conner Ooll, Jomes
Ooird, Lauren Friedenberg. Third RowHoberr Poole.
Chns G1lberr, Chris Le Grand, Michael Edson, Gordon
Poulson, Michelle Epsrein.

I

Firsr r.ow (lefr to righr) Nino Chong. Krlsnn Gulling,
Jim Sill~. Mory Ann Hort, Morgorerey Mcleon Qunior
clerl~); Second Row David Layden, Angono Shah,
Jonorhon Dorney, Howard Sendrovuz. Neil Gilmon,
Fron!~ Wu <senior judge)
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1

Firsr Row (letr ro righr) Louro Hedersredr, Jamie
Hechr, Shonsse Kimbro, Morr Oerns Qunior clerl~). Second Row·Gene Sortoh, Jim Pecora, Joe Levon,
Hunrer Wiggins, Pam Oorl~in (senior judge), Third
Row:Dirl~ Oeomer, Mori~ Goldsrein, Jennifer Hosl~in

F1rsr Row{lefr ro righr) Todd Worl~1n~. Andrew Oren
ner Qunior cleM, Sodorh Soyeed, Second Row:Enid
Stebbins (senior judge). Karhryn Wordlow. Korhryn
f\ond, Jone Kronwinl~le. Susan Kohn, (hnstopher
Cheng; Third Row.Mirch Oermon, Jerry Nowol~. Poul
Oondor, P.oberr Graham.

Firsr Row· (letr ro righr) Farid Pour, Poul Grant, Doug
Poorrengo, Lisa Dunsl~y . Second Row- Kris Johnson,
John Ooorhroyd, Erane Wosh1ngron, Ingrid Johansen; Third Row Don long, Kelly Ougle (Qunior clerl~).
Oob Gilberrson (senior Judge), Kevin Honsbro, Rob
lewis, John Cobou
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Krohl~. Carol Parsi
gron, Michelle Thurber ~unior clerl~). Wendy Labine,
Debbie Kop. Dove MocKrnnon, Second fl.ow Joel~
[}oughmon. Monon Simon. Roy Wyman. Eril~ Oelr
(senior Judge) Proveen Komorh, Dovtd Grenn.

F!rsr fl.ow (lefr ro nghr) Jennifer

From Lower Middle Counrer-Clocl~wrse Chris Ro
bem Csenror Judge). Kore Kious ~unror cleM, Mori~
Smrrhson, Colleen Lennon, Tom Ouireweg. Robyn
Lerner. Mori~ Molven, Rolhn Ransom, Jona Kromer
Joel~ [}orley. Phlesherre Olol~e. Enc Grrmm

The rruth hum

f le moy nor twwe won rhr> elewon bur wt•
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Lee
Bollinger

D

ean Lee Bollinger, who has been on the
faculty here since 1973, finds the most
enjoyable part of his job is interacting with
people, including students and faculty. He believes the intellectual base of the faculty has
widened in recent years, as more facult y
members have interdisciplinary perspectives.
Bollinger claims he naturally gravitated toward law because it is a source and reflec tion
of social values. an area of great interest to
him.
Bollinger's main concern for students is
that they have for their careers the same
sense of intellectual excitement and public
purpose which has been associated with the
profession of Law in the past. His frequent
advice to stude nts 1s. " work as hard as you
can to maintain an intellectual dimension to
your lives. and in that , give thought to what is
the bes t society."

Yale
Kamisar

eflecting on his twenty-five years of
teaching here. Professor Yale Kamisar
finds the students today more " frisky " and
"(iesty" than their predecessors. Calling them
"more irreverent" and " less inhibited", he
then admits. " that maybe I just bring that out
in poeple."
Kamisar feels he himself is less concerned
with coverage of material than he used to be.
If someone gets him going in a debate he
feels is useful. he'll go with it- as Law School
can only cover a fraction of the law anyway.
As for the Supreme Court, Kamisar says
that since Warren stepped down, he has been
holding his breath. and the last straw was losing Brennan. Now he is bracing himself for
the worst. " I hope I'll live to see it turn around
again. but I'm not sure."

R

James

White

P

rofessor James J. White has been teaching here since 1964. During those years he
has seen many changes in student styles. but
feels the changes are so gradual one really
doesn't notice them.
"This too will pass" is his response to the
c urrent tightening market about which many
law students are expressing concern. He sees
this as a bleak picture only in comparison
wtth the glory days which have just passed.
When he was in Law School. tlnere were no
summer clerkships . and while he himself
didn' t admit to working in construction while
in law school. he claims many of his friends
did. Also. many law students left school without jobs. His advice? "Don't panic."
His current projects include working on the
New UCC Article 5. producing a two or three
volume bankruptcy treatise. and writing a
book with Robert Summers on UCC Article 2A.

Roger

Cunningham

R

oger Cunningham has taught at this Law
School since 1959. And after thirty-two
years of teaching law students. he is retiring
this year. He taught primarily in the property
law area. and claims he taught first-year property at least one semester every year he has
been herel
Cunningham came to teac hing naturally. as
his father was a University professor in a
community where the Uni versity was the center of attention. When he saw his opportunity. he took it.
He says he will miss the contact he has now
with students and faculty. and the structure
which has become such a part of his life. He
hopes to use his now unstructured time to do
some research. writing, possibly more teaching. and also travelling.

Not Pictured

Aha ro n Ba rak

Charles Joiner

Roberta Morris

Steven Pepe

Vtsttmg Prof of law

Prof of Law Emeritus

lecturer in Law

lecturer in Law

Julius Chambe rs

Rochelle l e nto

Cyril Moscow

David Piontkowski

Prof of Law

Vis111ng Lecturer tn Law

lecturer in Law

lecturer in law

Luke Coope rrider

Catharine Mackinnon

Ma rvin Niehuss

Russell Smith

Prof of law Emeritus

Prof of Law

Prof of Law Emeritus

Prof of Law Emeritus

Me rritt Fox

Mitsuo Mats ushita

George Palmer

Edwa rd Stein

Prof of Law

Vtsttmg Prof of Law

Prof of Law Emeritus

Lecturer in law
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First Row: (left to right) James Hopenfeld. Christine Schnabel. Kara Novaco. Kathryn Dessayer. Denise Esposito; Second Row: Dan Plants.
Con Yates. Christine Pagac. Trina Jones: Third Row: Scott Schrader. Wendel Hall. Cliff Hams. Kathleen Davis; Fourth Row: David Wille. Orde
Kitne. Robert Brundage. Jim Speta. John Connelly. Sylvia Stem; Fifth Row: Peter Herman. C.J. Peters. Craig Allison. Neil Riemann. Charles
81eneman; Sixth Row: Will Walker , Mike lsenman, Meryl Gordon. Julie Goatley. Mike Mauuch1. Steve Sencer, Melissa Koehn: Seventh Row:
Gordon Toering. Lydia Loren, Cort Sylvester. Gregg Audet. John Kole.
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Law Review Law Review Law Rel;"

Law Review Law Review Law Review
'Ghe chance to research, write, and
cite-..check .. . (and it doesn't look bad
on Hour resume!J
he Michigan Law Review has been published
since 1902. It is administered by second and
third-year students under the auspices of the Law
School for the dual purposes of training law students
in writing and research , and serving the profession
and public by the discussion of important legal problems. Junior members are chosen on the basis of
academic achievement and writing ability. The editorial board is chosen from the junior staff by the previous years board on the basis of their work on the
Review.
Each issue of the Review contains sections devoted
to articles by outside contributors and notes by Review members on important areas of the law or significant new cases . One issue annually is devoted to
reviews of books on law and law-related fields. Special
subscription rates are provided for all Michigan law
students.
Editorship is extremely demanding work. requiring
huge commitments of time and energy by those who
earn the right to participate. But membership on the
editorial board is highly valued and the work is rewarding in many ways.

T
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Ed1tor-ln-Ch1ef Jim Speta takes advantage of this opportunity to impress Dean Bollinger
Prof St Antoine. Dave Wille. Pete Herman. Minoo
Gupta and Dan Plants gather for a group photo at the
Law Review Banquet.

Prof Kam1sar entertains his captive audience.
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First Row: (Jett to nght) Lisa Bernt, David Finnegan. Henry Valdez, Danetta Beaushaw. Rindy Ditmars. Teresa Snider; Second Row: Stephanie Oana. Ed Sim. Roy Kiplinger. Matt Moore. Mary Warren. Mike Berringer; Third Row: Steve Florshe1m. Dave Kraska. Chuck Cox. Kelly
Bugle; Fourth Row: Elizabeth Abood, Jill Landry, Sarah Zearfoss. Alice Owings, Mary Shimizu; Fifth Row: John Lewis, Sergio Pagliery,
Brian Pendleton. Robert Sklenar, Dara Leavitt, Jett Kim; Sixth Row: nm Carleson, Jussi Snellman, Bill Salo, Claudia Saladin, Sheryl
Petkunas. Seventh Row: Dave Rea. Tom Howard, Todd Schafer. Ellen Ahern. Seth Abel. Jennifer Delisle; Eighth Row: Charlie Park. Laura
Westfall. Diane Holt, Jim Lempertius, Peter Wilborn, Chnt Cameron; N inth Row: Steve Rosenblatt. Steve Chalk, Clayton Hughes. Greg
Gulia. Jim Freeman.

Journal of lnternati<Jnal Law
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Journal of International Law
If Hou find International .Caw class
thrilling, then this is the place for
Hou to spend 8our free time!
he Michigan Journal of International Law is the
student-run international law publication of the
Law School. The MJIL presents articles from scholars
and practitioners, as well as research " notes " written
by students in international, comparative, and foreign
law. In editing others work and researching their own
pieces. student members of the MJIL draw on the
Law School's world-renowned faculty, curriculum ,
and library in international legal studies. The interactive learning process involved m editing sophisticated
scholarship in international law can become a rewarding complement to classwork at Michigan. Editorial
positions can also provide valuable leadership experience for interested students.
This past year, the MJIL sponsored a symposium
on East Asian trade law. focusing spec1f1cally on Korea and Taiwan , with articles and panel discussions
from well known academics. policy-makers, and practitioners in the field . In add1t1on to the symposium.
Volume 11 includes a first-ever alumni issue comprised of articles written by graduates of the Law
School who have established themselves throughout
the world as international legal scholars and practitioners.
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Ahce Owings and Roy K1phnger discuss a
pro1ect
Mark Johnston 1ots down a hot research
lead

.
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First Row: (left to right) Ellen Marks, Amy Meyers, Laralyn Sasaki, Mayda Prego; Second Row: Christopher McGuire. Valerie Wald, Keir
Dougall. Sadhna Govindarajulu; Thi rd Row: John Lapham. Diane Lamon, Catherine Welsh. Patrick McGow, John Birmingham, Jane Gorham; Fourth Row: Michael Mishlove, David Hackett. Bill Casey, David Sobel. Clinton Elliott. Phil Roselli, Rob Borthwick; Fifth Row: Mark
Rose. Zach Wright, Scott Taylor, Mark Phillis.

'Ghe law changes dail8-and these
students chart the changes and t11j to
suggest even more reforms!
he University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform provides a forum for examining new legal
developments through publication of articles by students and legal scholars. Through its emphasis on
both traditional and empirical exploration of current
legal trends, the Journal presents ideas that will be
significant to a broad segment of the legal community. The Journal's primary value for students lies in its
program of comprehensive training in legal writing
and research . With the benefit of generous editorial
supervision and instruction, Journal members have
the opportunity to develop the skills that the profession recognizes as an important function of legal periodical experience.
Members are selected solely on the basis of writing
ability. First-year students are invited to apply each
Spring by submitting a sample of their legal writing.
Transfer students are similarity considered when they
arrive in the Fall. The editorial board is selected each
year from among the junior staff members on the basis of their contribution to the Journal.

Henry Chalmers and. Jeff Davis seem to be having a hard time getting that cite right!
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.. Help! Let us out! We've been locked
days! ..

in

here for

Chris McGuire-hard at work at his computer
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Quadrangle Quadrangle Quadrangle Quadrang
'You sa9 Hou don't want to remember
this Hear? 'GwentH 9ears from now we
bet Hou saH differentlH.
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yearbook does not write, photograph, and layout
itself. It requires work; a lot of work. What you
see before you is largely t he product of one person's
efforts (with t he exception of half a dozen excellent
photographers, and some good friends who pitched
in). Sadly, the yearbook is not the only organization
suffering from a lack of student involvement.
The yearbook process, if you don't have such a
large dose of it, is actually quite fun.
There are events to be photographed,
layouts to be designed, and stories
and descriptions to be written. It is an
ideal project for a lot of people to get
involved in.
I feel this record of ou r years here
at the University of Michigan Law
School is impor tant. and I hope other
students do also, and to that end. t hat
we will continue to have a yearbook.

I
Left to Right: Tom Rasmussen, Michelle
Thurber. Carolyn Jackson. Jill Bernson. Ron
Franklin. Dave Wille.

Ace Saleswoman Carolyn Jackson demonstrates her selling technique

Res Gestae Res Gestae Res Gestae Res Gesta

Alt the news that is fit to print- and
like Law in the 'Raw, some that isn't
as welt.
echnically known as the " Law School newspaper"
the Res Gestae was a pseudo-underground journal at its inception. It now enjoys somewhat official
status and is (occasionally) a reputable member of
the Law School community, providing a weekly outlet
for news, current events information, student commentary and wit.
Most commonly known as the R. G. the weekly is
written for and by law students. most
of whom have no journalistic experience, though they do have immeasurable talent and dedication.
(Note: The first week of January the
R. G. announced it would not be printing due to a lack of student involvement. It remains to be seen whether
this is a temporary or permanent cessation.)
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Left to Right: Michael Warren. Jim Johnson,
Jett Guelcher, Sam Wisotzkey.
Editor Jim Johnson explains his plan for the
next week

I,

Asian American Law Students Association
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he Asian American Law Students Association was formed as a social and
professional network, to promote an
awareness of Asian American concerns
with the law, as well as an Asian American presence within the legal community.
Their membership has ancestry that
can be traced back to every part of the
Asian continent, and more immediately
to all parts of the United States.
They organize social events such as excursions for din sum and the Lunar New
Year, help first-year students adjust to
the rigors of Law School, and are active
with regard to many law school activities
and concerns, including recruiting of
qualified minority students and faculty.
In past years, they have brought in
speakers such as Fred Korematsu, a plaintiff in the leading Japanese-American internment case, and David Henry Hwang,
the Tony Award-winning playwright.
They hope cases such as the internment and other abuses of the law directed at Asian Americans can be corrected,
in part, by a more active and numerous
Asian American presence in the law.

First Row: (left to right) Mi Young Han, Ed Sim, Mary Shimizu, Frank Wu; Second
Row: Christopher Cheng, Hiroo Sono, Eunice Park, Christopher Yin, laralyn Sasaki;
Third Row: Jaea Hahn, Nina Chang, Demetria Vong, Banumathi Rangarajan, Jeff Kim

A s1A11 Afl'[RKAN
The Asian American law students gather on the
reading room stairs
Mary Shimizu and Ed Sim meet first years a1 the activities fair
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he Barristers Society is a secret society founded in 1904 and dedicated
to Bachanalian pursuits. The secrecy of
the organization is fostered in part by
time-honored tradition, and in part by
the fact that its members are rarely seen
in classes and even more rarely sp eak
when there.
The fact t hat you read this su mmary of
our infamous, unrecognized society is
proof that even the administration cannot prevent us from having fun.
There are those whose mouths curl up
in distainful glee at the thought that t he
Barristers wi ll one day pay for t heir frivolous ways. However, they must inevitably
live with the fact that, if past experience
holds true, apart from havi ng more fun
than the rest of the class, in the end the
Barristers will still leave work early and
make more money.
Let the party begin!

The Barristers
I

Yea, right! Like we're going to tell you who we are!
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he Black law Students Alliance provides a focus for the activities of
black stude nts at the law School. Th e
group strives to he lp incoming black law
students make a comfortable academic
and social adjust ment . BlSA also works
closely with the other black and minority
student groups on campus in community
activities and social affairs.

\)\ ' h
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Ginger Wilson and Sylvia Stein talk to potential members.

Many turn e d out for minority alumni weekend.

Black Law Students Alliance

Presid e nt Issac Vaughn gets an untradition senior picture take n.
Firsr Row (le ft to right): Margare1 Williams, Danielle Agee, Kathryn Wordlaw, Issac Vaughn; Second Row: Sylvia Stein, Nadine Lacombe, Vanessa Smith, Mike Carrithers; Third Row: Neal Suggs,
Phlcshette Blake, Enid St~bb ins, Carolyn Walke r, Ken Perry; Fourth Row: Michael Lawre nce, Yolanda Hebert, Lisa Crooms, C linton Elliot.
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Christian Law Students

C

First Row (left to right): Tim Ehresman, Brian Fleetham, Bob McClory, Dave Edmondson, Gordon Toerin g; Second Row: Craig Arban, Jim Wierenga, Robynn
Van Patten, Te d Bo lema, Dirk Beamer, Lee Flaherty, Tim Flaherty.

hristian law Students is an ecumenical organization provid ing encouragement, support, and fellowship for law
students who share a faith in Jesus Christ
and are struggling to understand and integrate that faith with study at the law
School and the practice of law. Members
meet weekly for prayer and Bible study
and periodically to hear speakers on topics of religious and legal interest. They
have an on-going committment to serving the Ann Arbor community through
participation in food kitchens, walkathons, and other activities. Twice a yea r the
group sponsors a weekend retreat providing an opportunity for rest, reflection,
and recreation. Social events are also organized throughout the year. The group
is affiliated with the Christian legal Society, a national organization of Christian
lawyers. They invite all interested persons to any and all of their events.

STUDENTS

_,,-

CH Rt ST I AN

LAW

Lee Flaherty c hats at her locker.
Ti m Ehresman and Brian Fleetham distribute literature about their group.

STUD ENTS
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Environmental Law Society

T

he Environmental Law Society engages in extracurricu lar environmental law projects for the benefit of students and concerned citizens. Some past
activities include fili ng of amicus briefs in
environmental cases, testifying at public
hearings, and drafting and lobbyi ng for
the enactment of the Michigan "bottle
bill," legi slation w hi ch ban n ed ma n y
types of no-return, no-deposit bottles in
the state. The group hosts an annual
symposium on current environmental issues, maintains a catalogue of environmental legal employment, and contributes to the newsletter of the Michigan
Bar Association {Environmental Section).

First Row (left to right): Susanne Roggenbuck, Suzanna Moran, Mark Brownstein,
Joan Kooistra, Jim Freeman; Second Row: Peter Wilborn, Roger
Wynne, Jon Pendleton, Irene Freidel, Alan Clark, Martin Lalonde

ELS distributes free buttons.
Banumathi Rangarajan sells ELS holiday gree\ing
cards.
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he Federalist Society for Law and
Public Policy Studies is a group of
conservatives and libertarians interested
in the current state of the legal order. It
is founded on the principles that the
state exists to preserve freedom, and that
the separation of governmental powers is
central to our Constitution, and that it is
emphatically the province and duty of
the judiciary to say what the law is, not
what it should be. The Society seeks
both to promote an awareness of these
principles and to further their application through its activities.
In the fall, Noted author Russell Kirk
delivered an address concerning The
Conservative Constitution his latest publication. Spring plans include a panel discussion concerning the pros and cons of
allowing pub lic agencies that discriminate against homosexuals to recruit at
the law School, and a visit by Charles
Fried, presently at Harvard Law School,
who served as President Reagan's Solicitor General.

T

Rocco Testani and Charles Ruck explain the benefits of membership.

The Federalist Society

A Smiling Art Burke

Firsr Row (leh to right): Alex Rogers, Suzanne Lambert, Brian Fleetham, Rocco Testani,
Charles Ruck, Brad Smith, Mike Burkhardt, Harry Nelson, Dean Nash; Second Row: Mike
Fergestrom, Peter Massaro, Arthur Burke, Kathryn Dessayer, Greg Zemarick, Eric Restuccia,
Ken Waterway
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he Headnotes is the University of
Michigan Law School's a cappella
singing group. Sometimes funny and always entertaining, the H eadnotes includes up to twenty male and female law
students, performing in four-part harmony. Its repertoire emphasizes jazz and
popular tunes, but also includes classical,
gospel, and madrigal arrangements. The
group can sometimes be heard giving
impromptu concerts in the Law Library
and Lawyers Club Lounge. Members present an annual concert during the holiday and spring seasons. The group also
performs at the Law Review and at occasional concerts on and off campus. Competitive auditions are generally held during the fall term.

T

The group gives a sample of 1heir music.

Headnotes

Gretchen Wallacker sets out cookies
for an after-concert reception

Frrst Row (left to righ1): Laura Amico, Mi Young Han, Valerie Wald, Gretchen Wallacker, Suzanna
Moran, Rhiannon Schmieg, Suzanne Snyder; Second Row: Rollin Ransom, Eric Richardson, Jack
Bailey, Jeff Quackml.lush, Tim Williams, ChriMopher Yin, Hector Cisneros.
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Health Law Society
he Health Law Society (HLS) is a multidisci plinary student organization
with membership from th e Law, Publi c
Hea lth, M edical and Nursing Schools.
The HLS's main goals are to promote interdiscip linary discussion of issues in law
and medicine, to bring in speakers on
careers in health law and health law issues, and to provide community service
and education on health related matters.

T
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First Row (le ft to right): Pamela Hudson, Margie Roty, Reub e n Jacobson, Second
Row: Kristin Martin, Claudia Russo , Juliet Pressel.

Nice sweatshirt Kristin Martin!
Pamela Hudson looks over some paperwork
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Hispanic Law Students Association

T

First Row (left to ri ght): Maria Nash. Christina Brennan. Alicia Salazar, Michelle Gallardo, Jose Vela, Jr.; Second Row: Chris Vesper, Vince Carver, Tony Sanchez, Pedro
Ramos. Victoria Aguilar, Orde Kittrie, Cuauhtemoc Roldan, Mike Hidalgo.

he Hispanic Law Students Association
(HLSA) is comprised of Chicano,
Puertorriqueno, and other Latino law
students. HLSA's primary objective is to
increase the number of Latino law students, faculty, and administrators, in the
hope of furthering the advancement of
Latinos. Toward this end, HLSA works
closely with the Admissions Office on recruitment and admission.
HLSA sponsors forums addressing the
legal, social and political aspects of Latino
issues to enhance the Law School community awareness of Latino perpectives.
HLSA also provides a congenia l atmosphere among Latinos that is conducive to
their legal education. The organization
also sponsors an annual Latino Alumni
Banquet and has established the Juan
Tienda Scholarship Fund with the support of the Latino Alumni Network.
HLSA welcomes all students to attend
their meetings and functions.

Christina Brennan and Alicia Salazar await the arrival or th e rest of the group.
Mike Hidaglo trys to get a new recrui1 to sign on
the dotted line.
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he Intellectual P~op er ty Stu?e~ts Associatio n (IPSA) 1s an organization of
students interested in studyi ng and practicing in fields such as patents, copyrights, trademarks, unfair competition,
and enter tain men t law. Th e diverse
backgroun ds of t he members vary from
engineering and science to the performing and liberal arts. M any have significant
professional exp erience. IPSA orga ni zes
brown bag lunch speakers, publishes a
newsletter, and acts as a focal point for
information on competitions, seminars,
and career opportunities in these rapidly
developing fields of law.

T

"Its really a lot more interesting than it sounds!"

Intellectual Property Students Association

IPSA member Dave Wille.

Kneeling (left to right): D oug Ringel, Jeff Shewchuck; Standing: Pete Herman, Emmanuel Hatz,
Art Burke, Dave Will e, Coleen Lennon, Jose Vela, Jr.
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he International Law Society (ILS) is
devoted to promoting a greater understanding of international and comparative law and the role they play in the
world today. We sponsor a variety of
events throughout the year aimed at
bringing students facu lty and other interested people together to learn more
about this exciting area of law. Our
sp eakers include faculty members from
Universities around the country, government experts, visiting scholars, and students with particular areas of expertise.
Setti ngs range from lectures, debates,
and panel discussions to informal lunchtime meetings and evening talks. ILS also
sponsors a team of law students each
year to compete in the Jessup International Moot Court Competition, a worldwide contest in oral and written advocacy on a specific topic in international
law. They are an active group that encourages its members to follow their
own interests while learning from others.

T

A
Kathleen Horohoe talks International Law with interested first -years.

International Law Society

A well-stocked bulletin board

First Row (leh to right): Colin Alberts, Beth Behrend, Joe Kowalsky, Kathleen Horohoe, Anna
Lueje, Patricia Camenzind-Guerra; Second Row: Wolfgang Roth, Diane Lamon, Florian Faust,
Gary Reinbold, Anthony Sheehan
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Jewish Law Students Union
ewish law students at the University of
Michigan represent a variety of backgrounds, opinions and interest. The JLSU
provides a forum for discussion of matters of mutual concern and a sense of
community within the law School from
which Jewish students can derive personal support.
The JLSU sponsors a speakers program,
panel discussions, film presentations, and
socia l events. Members also have an opportunity to gain legal research experience by working on projects important
to local and national Jewish organizations,
and by exp loration of legal affairs affecting the Jewish community at-large.
Through such activities, the JLSU seeks
to foster communication and understanding among the Jewish legal community and the greater legal community.
The group has a floating membership
of around forty, and wishes to point out
that the group photo was taken immediately before a campus rally for Israel on
January 17, during the Gulf cr isis. They
also wish to point out that their irregular
meetings serve goodies from Zingerman's Deli!

J

First Row (left to right): David Glaser, Ora Fruehauf, Mark Brownstein, David Nacht,
Peter Ellerson; Second Row: Peter Herman, Jay Saltzman, Michael Weisberg, David Sapperstein.

"Whatever you're reading looks more interesting
than the activity fair!"
David Nacht pushes the poppyseed bread during
the bake sale.
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Law School Student Senate

A

s the representative body of the law
students, the Law School Student
Senate is active in promoting a variety of
activities to supplement the basic law
curriculum. In addition to overseeing
student concerns as they relate to the
Law School and the Lawyer's Club, the
Law School Student Senate funds all student interest groups. The Senate sponsors socia l activities, films, speakers, intra mu ra I spo rts , and other activities
which benefit the Law School student
body. Student representatives on faculty
committees are appointed by the Senate.

Firsr Row (left to right}: Konrad Payne, Michael Lawrence, Fred Dawkins, Kara Novaco; Second RoW' Lynn Frendt, Jose Vela, Jr., Tom Lullo, Jeff Davis, Kevin Conroy,
Don Lorenzen, Jeff Amann, K1rra Jarratt, Lee Berger, Bobby Lee.

rrcd D.iwk1ns explains Senate procedures to a new
~tu dent

With a sm1ll' like that, Mike Lawrence 1s destined
for a careN 1n politics.
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he National Lawyer's Guild is the liberal/progressive alternative to the
American Bar Association. Founded in
1934, the Guild now has over 6,500
members and nearly 200 chapters nationwide. The University of Michigan
chapter of the Guild sponsors the Unemployment Benefits Clinic, and pursues a
broad range of projects in the fields of
civi l rights, labor law, gay rights, feminism and environmental law. The NLG
cooperates with the Law School Placement Offi ce in sponsoring an annual Alternative Practices Conference. Above
all, the Guild provides an intellectually
and socially supportive environment for
students with a progressive political perspective. Potluck su ppers with faculty
and members of the Ann Arbor and Detroit legal com munity are a Guild tradition.

T

All the latest news

National Lawyers Guild

Rachel Godsil and Marl.. Brownstein at
the Ac11v1t1es Fair
First Row (left to right): Te d Tuel, Robert Seltzer, Gene Feingold, Mark Brownstein, Jim Johnson,
Mike Benvenuto; Second Row: Beth Behrend, Jana Kramer, Steve Pick, Dave Klaus, Bill 1leaphy,
Paul Sigmund.
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h e University of Michigan Native
American Law Students Association,
established in 1980, has three goals: 1) to
recruit and seek the admission of qualified Native Americans; 2) to provide a
meaningful socio-cultural base for Native
American students so that their stay will
be more enjoyable; 3) to advance the
rights of Native Americans.
This spring NALSA co-sponsored a forum with CLS and JLSU on a recent Supreme Court case which severly limi ted
religious freedoms for all America n s.
NALSA members also attended a dance
performance at the Power Center by the
internationally-renowned Native American Dance Troup. NALSA's Indian Law
Days centered aroun d the issue of tribal
sovereignty, bring numerous speakers
from all over the U.S. to speak on important native american issues. NALSA actively recruited well-qualified Native
American students from all over t he
country, who wi ll bring talent and diverse backgrounds to the University of
Michigan Law School.

The NALSA boo1h looks ready for business

Native American Law Students Association
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The board contains lots of good information.

first Row (leh to right): Russel Brien, Esteban Oyenquc; Second Row: Rachel King, Kathleen
Davis
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Phi Delta Phi
hi Delta Phi, the nations first professional fraternity, was founded at the
University of Michigan in 1869. Kent
Chapter is uniquely fortunate in having
the only law fraternity house in the United States. Built in 1914, the house is a
magnificent Georgian pillared structure,
and has been extensively renovated in
past years with the help of alumni funds
and student labor. It serves as a home for
25 resident men and women, and as a
meeting place where both resident and
out-of-house members can socialize, relax, study, or use such facilities as the library, weight room, redwood deek, or

P

VCR.

The fraternity hosts social events for
the Law School community every semester including dances, cocktail parties, and
dinners. " Phids" also participate in community service projects, such as Arbor
Haven shelter for the hom eless and
peace neighborhood center.

" If we tell you who we are, you'll be over at our house all the time!"

-

Anastasia Urtz and Me lissa Malkin seem to be e njo
ying this Phid party.
Ke ll y Bugle seems more interested in the came ra
tha n her sales job.
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Student Funded Fellowships
tudent Funded Fellowships (SFF) was
founded in 1978 by law students concerned about placement opportunities
and funding availab le to fellow students
who wished to explore public interest
law. The program is the most successful
one of its kind and is run by a student
board composed of representatives from
all three classes. Each spring, the board
asks stude nts who will be working during
the summer o r a fter graduation to
pledge a sma ll percentage of their summer income to SFF. Using those p ledges,
SFF awards fellowships to students taking
summer jobs with public interest or public service organizations. Over the past
ten years, SFF has funded almost 300 students who chose summer internships
with legal services organizations, public
defenders and prosecutor's offices, environmental, consumer, and civil liberties
groups. In 1989, SFF set national records
by raising over $42,000 from student
contributions and awarding 54 summer
fellowships.

S

F1nt Row (left 10 r1gh1): Doug Cogen, Carla Folz, Peggy Half man, Rebecca Thomas,
Second Row Rob Borthwick, Gene Fe ingold, Ted Deutch, Mike Troy
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11 !>eems everybody's recycling these days!

Rebecca Thomas and Carla Folz wail for the
crowds.
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STA was formed in April 1990 by law
students interested in commu nity
educational services. VST A set out to
provide, free of charge, tutors and literacy volunteers to the Ann Arbor community. VST A works through the Ann
Arbor and Washtenaw Community
Centers providing 65 tutors for grades K12 and the upcoming adult literacy program. Over 65 K-12 responded to our
fall tutoring program. VST A members tutor at the Law School and also attend
parent-teacher conferences with their
designated "tutorees." VST A "tutorees"
can bring any subject to the tutoring sessions. There are also a handful of tutors
who travel to the Ann Arbor and Washtenaw Community Centers to tutor onsite.
VST A, composed mainly of law students, is premised on a desire to share
the years of higher education with the
surrounding community. VST A has also
become, unintentionally but gratefully, a
"big-brother, big-sister" program for
children who come from broken or distraught homes.

Lynn Swanson tutors Be th Cattell.

Volunteer Student Tutoring Association

David Steiger and David Hsai go over a
homework assignment.
VSTA BOARD (left to right): Valerie Ward, Liz Schuler, Steve Rosenblatt, Pamela I ludson.
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he Wom en Law Student's Association (WLSA) is an active and diverse
group of stu dents which seeks to encourage women to apply to and attend
the University of Michigan Law School,
provides support and broadens the legal
education of women, and works to improve the position of women in the Law
School.
WLSA furthers th ese goals in a variety
of ways: spo n so rin g a speake r series
which taps the network of our faculty,
loca l attorneys, and special guests; cosponsoring symposia and social events
with other student groups; participating
in searches for n ew women facu lty; preparing a monthly newsletter; and working in various law clinics in the community. WLSA welcomes all interested law
students.

Mary Leichliter, Maureen Duffy, and Sarah Mclaren socialize over pizza.

Women Law Students Association

Holly Bowen and Elizabeth Abood
welcome your interest

first Row (left to right): Allison Melton, Sarah Mclaren, Holly Bowen, Christine Webber, Mary
Leichl1ter; Second Row: Stacy Singer, Jill Landry, Wendy LaBine, Kirra Jarrett; Third Row: Rene
McCurry, Lynn Frendt, Kristen Neller, Jennifer Haskin, Elizabeth Abood, Rachel M cCormack,
Maureen Duffy, Jennifer Krolik.
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American Civil Liberties
Union
The ACLU is a national organization
devoted to protecting rights granted
by th e U.S. Constitution. The U of M
chapter is composed of both law and
undergraduate students working on issues concerning the University environment. Generally, the group's activities consist of month l y meetings,
commi ttee meetings, the sponsorship
of speakers, and political activities.

Family Law Proje ct
The FLP provides low-cost legal aid to
indigent victims of domestic violence.
Law student volunteers act as attorneys and meet with clients, prepare
pleadi ngs, and attend hearings under
the supervision of local attorneys.

Immigration Law Project
The ILP is a student organization that
serves local residents needing help
with immigrat ion matters. Students
gain valuable experience working with
caseworkers at Detroit's International
Institute, meeting clients, and preparing letters and briefs.

Law School Arts
Committee
LSAC was estab lished in 1989 for the
advancement of the arts. Its goals is to
bring together students, faculty, and
staff with com mon artistic interest and
promote their performances, exhibitions, or other events. In the past,
LSAC spon so red a production of
" Deathtrap" and an exhibition of student artwork.

Lesbian and Gay Law
Student Alliance
LGLSA is open to all st udents who
wish to work for the promotion of the
civi l rights of lesbians and gay men.
Recent activities have included encouragi ng the Law School and Univer-

sity to include sexua l orientation in
non-discrimi nation policies, co-sponsoring a lecture series on AIDS, and
forming an alumni network.

Minority Affairs Program
MAP is intended to provide an informal peer support system to first year
minority students. MAP schedules a
variety of events, including recreational activities, placement information sessions, placement counseling,
and panel discussions by minority attorneys.

Phi Alpha Delta
PAD is the world's largest professional
legal fraternity. The international organization offers professional programs,
student loans, job preparation and
placement assistance, insurance programs, publications, conventions, conferences, awards, and lifetime friendships.

Sports Law Society
The Sports Law Society is a studentru n organization which meets bimonthly to discuss current sports-rela t ed legal issues. The group also
brings speakers to campus and publishes a newsletter.

Student Legal Services
Any law student is eligible to work as a
volu nteer at Student Legal Services, an
office on campus funded through student fees. Under staff supervision, students int ervi ew and advise clients,
prepare legal papers, negotiate, and
engage generally in various aspects of
law practice.

FACT: MORE STUDENTS ARE CHOOSING

KAPLAN-SMH
FOR THEIR BAR REVIEW
-HERE'S WHYEXPERIENCE:

COMPREHENSIVE:

MORE THAN 26 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN BAR EXAM
PREPARATION

*NARRATIVE TEXT AND OUTLINES
*2000 PRACTICE QUESTIONS
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CENTERS
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*NO BOOK DEPOSITS
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CONFIDENCE:
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DOW, ILOJHINIES & AILBIEIRlfSON
1 255

TWE:NTY - THIRO
SU ITE:

WASHINGTON.

STRE:E:T

ARENT

We know how fish must feel.

Fox KINTNER PLOTKIN &

KAHN

(Washington, DC; Tysons Corner, VA; Bethesda, MD;
and European Office: Budapest, Hungary)
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
CLASS OF 1991

We wish you a
successful law career

WASHINGTON

o NEW YORK o ATLANTA

Congratulates University of Michigan
School of Law Class of 1991 and looks
forward to meeting members of the
1992 and 1993 classes during fall
recruitment season!

Arent Fox, a law firm of 246 attorneys
headquartered in Was hington , D.C., seeks
summer associates and attorneys challenged by
a diverse practice of regional , national and
international clients. More information can be
found in our broc hure at the University of
Michigan Law School placement office.
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Best Wishes to
The Class of 1991

CAHILL GORDON &
REINDEL
80 Pine Street
New York, New York 10005
Tel. (212) 701-3901

Our moze beneoth the ground.
Mott Moore, Clinton Elliot, ond JeH
Brown hobnob with the faculty .
Andrew Monitsky and his study
portner.

A stork view of the Quad
Jeff Green scans the newspaper before Cdunng')
class
"I'm sorry, but we're out of stomps"

Don't torget to feed your meter, or you'll see this fom1hor
sight
" I know there 1s something wrong with this left flipper'"
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The windows in Hutchins Holl ore not only functionol, but olso
beoutiful. Intricately detailed work like this con be seen all
around us.

Congratulations to the Class of 1991

GRAY, CARY, AMES & FRYE
401 B Street, Suite 1700
San Diego, CA 92101
Ph. 619/699-2745

Jamie Zebrowski, Recruiting Administrator
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ANDREWS

& KURTH

4200 Texas Commerce Tower
Houston, Texas 77002
Telephone: (713) 220 -4200
Telccopier: (71 3> 220-4295

After you are comfortable with a firm's practice specialties and its geographic
location, we believe you also should consider its personality. All law firms, even large
ones, have personalities. During the interview process, you should begin to get a sense of
the differences.
Our personality is distinct, and we think it derives from the calibre of our people
and from our philosophy of running the firm to support the individual in a way that is
beneficial to the firm as a whole. Most good lawyers are mavericks of one kind or
another, and our attorneys are encouraged to establish and develop their own practices.
Encouragement without cooperation, however, does little to develop a practice or to
enhance a lawyer's enjoyment of that practice. The demands can be severe, even when
self- imposed, so we have always emphasized the desire to hire people with whom we (and
our clients} enjoy working. We feel our personal ity reflects this emphasis.
We are like other top firms in many ways that should be important to you: we have
a high- powered, full-service, national pract ice; we part icipate in high- profile litigation;
we rank at or near the top in several pract ice specialties; and so on.
We can tell you more about our firm when you interview, but several things are
worth emphasizing:
We are an old institution (founded in 1902) but a young firm . Only 14 of our 109
active partners are over 50. Six of the ten members of our management
committee, including our managing partner, are under 50. This should tell you a
lot about our energy level and attitude.
We are growing, but in a way and in direct ions we th ink make sense. We
currently have 299 lawyers and we recently opened a new office in New York.
We have grown quickly, but we have not grown just for growth's sake.
We are among the 40 most profitable firms in the United States.
Our largest office is in Houston, Texas, a city that over the past couple of years
has developed a steadily growing and diversified economy. Our practice
actually improved during Houston's economic downturn and is weU- positioned to
take advantage of the current economic diversification and growth.
Andrews &: Kurth still has a true partnership.
submitted to a vote.

All important matters are

If you have the academics and the personality, we would like to see you.

Dallas
4400 Thanksgiving Tower
1601 Elm Slreel
Dallas, Texas 7520 I
(214) 979-4400

Los Angeles
555 South f<' lower Slreel
Sui le 3200
Los Angeles, California 90071
(213) 489-3444

New York
747'l'hird Avenue
Ne w York, New York 10017
(212) 888-7800

Washington, D.C.
1701 Pennsylvani a Ave ., N.W.
Suile 200
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 662-2700
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This ostroturf field will soon be reploced with gross.
Light 1n the shadows.

7be cballe11ge of a practfce 111 New York.
Washl11g1011 D. C., Chicago or L.A .. 111 an
em•lro11me1111bt11 spirits growth - Indianapolis
I I

ICE
MILLER
DONADIO
&RYAN
Regional - National - International
law firm practicing:
JJnsfne:>S - litigation - Real Estate
M1111lclpal Flnauce & Labor Law

FISH & NEAVE
875 Th ird Avenue
New York, New York 10022-6250
(212) 7 15-0600

On< Am<'rlC'ln Squal'C.', Box 82001
lndunapoh5, IN ~6282-0002

urn 2~2100

Bookllore: 549 E Un1ve1slly
Ari l FremH: 1115 S University
Elitelronlc 1: 1117 S. University
Tele phone: (313)662-3201
-Call for store hours-

8 CiC
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My how we'll miss these squirrels!
Why didn't you tell me you
were weonng that sweater•
Born in o mountain, roised in o

cove

Who 1s Don Israel winking at'

AS SHOWN ON THE INSIDE COVER ...

The University of Michigan Law Quadrangle
Now available as a limited edition of 2000 prints

by Charles Ciccarelli
High quality lithographs from a pen and ink original, each signed and numbered
Dimensions same size as original: 16" x 35"
About the artist ...
Charles Cicarelli is noted for his
detai l and historica l accuracy.
Among his honors arc a commission by the Historical Society of
Michigan to draw the State Capitol Building for a special presentation to former Governor Milliken , and the presentation of a
print of the Engineering Arch to
Astronaut Jack Lousma as a gift
from the city of Ann Arbor.

To order print(s):
• Make check or money order for $79/ print. payable to Charles
Ciccarelli.
• Give your name and address.
• Mail to: Charles Ciccarelli
1526 Brookfield Drive
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
• To order by phone, call (3 13) 663-0700.
Print(s) mailed to you flat in sturdy packing
within one week and sent by priority mail.
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